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Golden Triangle Nepal
The provided itinerary is only for your reference and is subjected to change as per your
requirements.
Day-01 Arrive Kathmandu.
Arrival at Kathmandu Tribhuwan International Airport. Our office representative will greet and
assist you at airport. Then transfer to hotel followed by tour briefing. Overnight at hotel.
Day- 02 Kathmandu Sightseeing
After breakfast visit popular listed in world's UNESCO heritage sites : Kathmandu Durbar
Square and Swayambhunath Stupa. Afternoon drive to Patan Durbar Square . Observe
traditional arts and crafts, architecture buildings , temples, museums etc. Drop back to hotel and
overnight.
Optional Tour : Mountain flight
Day- 03 Drive to Chitwan (5-6 hrs)
After breakfast, checkout from hotel and drive to Chitwan (Sauraha). It is about 5-6 hours
scenic drive passing beautiful landscapes and Trishuli river along highway road. Reach
Chitwan , check-in to resort. Refreshment with snacks. Evening short walk to village with guide
and view stunning sunset from bank of Rapti river. Visit to Tharu village and enjoy their
cultural dance performance. Back to hotel ,dinner and overnight .

Day-04 Full day Jungle Activities
After breakfast , drive to National Park . Enjoy a long woodden canoe boat ride in Rapti river.
Observe crocodile at bank of river . Later visit elephant breeding center with guide . Back to
hotel for lunch. Rest. Then mid afternoon ride on elephant back safari. Witness the varieties of
flora-fauna ,one horn rhino, different species of birds, wild animals etc. If you are lucky you can
witness the Royal Bengal Tiger too. Back to resort ,.Free and easy. Evening dinner and
overnight .
Day-05 Drive to Pokhara (5 hrs)
After breakfast,drive to Pokhara- a city of lakes about 5 hours. Check-in to hotel . Free and easy
. Overnight .
Day-06 Full day sightseeing
Early morning drive up hill Sarangkot for early sunrise view and panoramic mountain range of
Mt. Machhapuchhre (Fishtail) and Mt. Annapurna. Back to hotel and breakfast. Later visit
Devis' fall, Gupteswor Cave, Taal barahi temple via boating in Fewa Lake. Back to hotel . Free
and easy .Overnight.
Day- 07 Drive back to Kathmandu (6-7 hrs)
After breakfast, drive to Kathmandu about 6-7 hours. Check-in to hotel . Evening farewell
dinner in typical Nepalese restaurant with cultural dance show performance . Overnight at hotel.
Day-08 Departure
After breakfast timely Transfer to KAthmandu Tribhuwan Airport for your onward destination.

